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About CFI Group
Founded in 1988
Founding partner of the ACSI
Patent holder of the modeling engine used to compute the ACSI
Predictive analytics software and professional services

Serving a global list of clients from 5 offices on 3 continents
Providing “actionable” customer feedback insights based on the science of the ACSI
Learn more at theacsi.com

CFI GROUP WORLDWIDE
USA - Ann Arbor, MI
ENGLAND – London
ITALY – Milan
CHINA - Shanghai
SWEDEN – Stockholm
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Methodology/Definitions

Definitions
Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI)
The CSI is the weighted average of three questions that ask directly
about customer satisfaction.
> How satisfied are you with the services provided by the State WAP
Agency?
> How well do the services from the State WAP Agency meet your
expectations?
> How do the services from the State WAP Agency compare to an
ideal grant awarding agency?

13
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Definitions
Drivers (of Satisfaction)
The aspects of the customer experience measured in the survey by a
series of rated questions. Drivers for this study include:
> Communication
> Technical Assistance
> Distribution of Funds
> Partnerships
> Development of the WAP Plan
> Monitoring and Corrective Action
> Training Provided by Third Parties
14
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Definitions

Driver Scores
> Each driver score is the weighted average of several questions within
the survey asked on a 1 to 10 scale which is then converted to a 0 to
100 scale.
> For example, the driver score for Communication is made up of rated
questions concerning responsiveness of Agency staff, frequency of
communication, consistency of responses, etc.
> Scores are an index, like reporting a temperature, not percentages.

Question Score
> Average respondent score for questions asked in the survey.
> Questions are asked on 1-10 scale and translated to 0-100.
15
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Definitions
Future Behavior
> Represents the desired behaviors that results from changes in CSI.
> Future Behaviors in this study include:
> How confident are you that the State WAP Agency is committed
to supporting local agencies in their mission to assist low-income
households with their energy needs?
> How much do you trust the State WAP Lead Agency to work with
you to meet your organization’s needs?

Future Behavior Score
> Average respondent score for each rated future behavior.
16
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Definitions

Impact
> Impacts are derived from a statistical analysis of the relationship
between the drivers and satisfaction using the science of the ACSI
methodology. Impacts quantify the relationship between each driver
and the Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI). The impact is the
predicted change in the CSI score that results from a 5-point change
in a driver’s score. For example, if the Communication driver has an
impact of 2.5, we would expect CSI to increase by 2.5 points when
the Communication driver score increases 5 points.

Future Behavior Impact
> This number shows the expected change in respondent behavior for
every 5-point increase (or fraction thereof) in Satisfaction.
17
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Definitions
Confidence Intervals
> A confidence interval is a range around a sample score that is likely
to contain the true population score.
> For this study, the overall confidence level used is 85%.
> Each State Report includes the state specific confidence interval. If
State X has a CSI of 70 and a confidence interval of 5 it means that
one is 85% certain that the CSI score falls between 65 and 75.
> All but fourteen states received enough survey responses to support
statistically valid results at the 85% confidence level. The others
were at an 80% confidence level.

18
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Interpreting Results

A Note About Scores
CFI Group recommends that scores be viewed on a continuum and each agency
use the results to identify strengths and areas of opportunity. To answer the
question on how to interpret the strength of a particular score, one can use the
below guideline.
Exceptional: 90-100
Excellent: 80-89
Good: 70-79
Average: 60-69
Below Average: Less than 60
The overall average 2018 Customer Satisfaction Index for the Federal
Government is 69.
19
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Survey and Data Collection

Survey and Data Collection Summary






Questionnaire developed by The Department of Energy’s Weatherization Assistance
Program (DOE WAP) and CFI Group.
o

Measures sub-grantee satisfaction with the State WAP Agencies about the development of the
WAP Plan, distribution of funds, training and technical assistance, grant monitoring and
corrective action, partnerships and communication efforts.

o

Seeks sub-grantee input about what training DOE WAP should provide the States about the
various areas surveyed.

CFI group hosted the survey via secure website and sent e-mail invites to the WAP subgrantees.
o

DOE WAP provided 682 e-mail addresses in the sample; one contact per agency.

o

Data were collected between June 18 and July 30, 2019.

487 valid completes were collected for an overall response rate of 71%, an excellent
response. All but fourteen states received enough survey responses to support
statistically valid results at an 85% confidence level.
21
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary


The Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) for the Department of Energy’s Weatherization
Assistance Program (DOE WAP) among sub-grantees is 73, up a significant six points
from 2017 and four points above the 2018 Federal Government average of 69.



Significant improvement for all key drivers of satisfaction drove the CSI score upward.
The most improved driver scores are Development of the WAP Plan (+13 points to 57) and
Distribution of Funds (+11 points to 75).



The highest impact drivers (Communication, Technical Assistance, and Partnerships)
improved significantly +4 to 73, +3 to 73, and + 6 to 64, respectively. Although notably
improved, these areas offer the best opportunity for driving the CSI score higher in the
future.



State-level CSI scores range from 22 to 100, with 15 states showing significant
improvement compared to 2017. None of the state-level CSI scores are significantly lower
compared to 2017.
24
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Survey Results: The Big Picture

Customer Satisfaction Index and the
ACSI Methodology

Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI)
n = 487

73*

•

The WAP Customer
Satisfaction Index
among sub-grantees
improved six points to
73 in 2019. This score
exceeds the 2018
public sector
benchmark of 69.

•

Driving the CSI score
higher, all three metrics
used to calculate the
index are notably higher
compared to 2017.

•

Although it remains the
lowest score, the score
for Compared to the
Ideal Grant Awarding
Agency improved the
most (+7 to 71).

Customer Satisfaction Index
67

n = 579

75*
Overall satisfaction
69

72*
Compared to expectations
66

71*
Compared to the ideal

64
2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

2017
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2017 vs 2019 State CSI Score Changes
➢

Average CSI
Score Increase:
12 points

15 STATES RECEIVED A
CSI SCORE
SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER
IN 2019

There was notable improvement in fifteen states
in 2019 as compared to 2017. These
improvements ranged from 8 to 36 points.

Average CSI
Score Decrease:
7 points*

2017

*NO STATES RECEIVED A CSI SCORE SIGNIFICANTLY LOWER IN 2019 AS COMPARED TO 2017.
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Percentage of States in Each Quartile (2019)

27%
1st Quartile (CSI = 100 - 83)

n = 13

22%
n = 11

2nd Quartile (CSI = 82 - 75)
3rd Quartile (CSI = 74 - 66)

26%

4th Quartile (CSI = 65 - 22)

24%

n = 13

n = 12
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Top 10 Performing States
Customer Satisfaction Index
Top 10 State CSI Scores
Nationwide high = 100
Nationwide low = 22
National average = 72

Delaware

100

Missouri

94

Alaska

93

Virginia

90

Nevada

89

New Hampshire

89

Alabama

88

Massachusetts

86

Utah

86

Vermont

83

Washington

83
30

•

Top performing states
represent a variety of
geographical locations,
climates, and sizes in
terms of the number of
sub-grantees with which
they work. States
looking for ideas and
best practice tips can
likely find a state that
lines up closely to theirs
in terms of the
challenges they face.
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CSI by Region
Region 5

n = 71

Region 3

n = 75

Region 1

n = 114

Region 4

Region 2

78, +10

73, -3

72, +9

n = 141

70, +8

Region 5

Region 3

Region 1

Region 2 = Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Puerto Rico,
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Virginia, West Virginia
Region 3 = Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Missouri, Nebraska, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, Virgin
Islands
Region 4 = Colorado, Illinois, Indiana,
Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, North
Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota,
Wisconsin, Wyoming

72, +5

n = 86

Region 1 = Connecticut, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont

Region 5 = Alaska, American Samoa, Arizona,
California, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho,
Nevada, Northern Mariana Islands,
Oregon, Utah, Washington

Region 4

•

Across the five regions,
CSI scores range from
a high of 78 to a low of
70.

•

All regions except for
Region 3 improved
relative to 2017, with
Region 5 improving
most (+10 points to 78).

•

The range between
Region scores is
narrower for this survey
period, with only eight
points between the
highest and lowest
scoring regions, versus
13 in 2017.

Region 2
31
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Benchmarks
National Weather Service (NWS), Information Users (2018)

83

Health Resources and Services Administration, Bureau of
Primary Health Care (HRSA BPHC) - Grantees (2017)

74

Department of Energy, Weatherization Assistance Program (DOE
WAP) - Grantees (2019)

73

Department of Education, Office of the Chief Financial Officer
(ED CFO) - Grantees (2018)

73

Department of Energy, Weatherization Assistance Program (DOE
WAP) - SubGrantee (2019)

73

Office of Community Services (OCS) Community Services Block
Grant (CSBG) - Local Agencies (2019)

71

Federal Government (Aggregated - 2018)

69

Office of Community Services (OCS) Community Economic
Development (CED) - Grantee (2019)

68

Administration for Children and Families, Office of Community
Services, Community Services Block Grant (OCS CSBG) Grantees (2017)
32
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DOE WAP Sub-Grantee Customer Satisfaction Model
Drivers of Satisfaction

73

1.8

Communication

73

1.3

Technical Assistance

64

0.7

Partnerships

75

0.4

Distribution of Funds

74

0.4

Monitoring and Corrective
Action

57

0.2

Development of the WAP Plan

Future Behaviors
Future Behaviors represent the desired
behaviors that result from changes in CSI

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
INDEX

Meets Organization Needs

75

5.1

Mission Fulfillment

79

4.8

73

Score – Measure of performance on 0-100 scale.

69

0.0

Impact – Expected increase in satisfaction from a
5-point increase in driver score.

Training by Third Parties

33

Impact—Expected increase in future
behaviors from a 5-point increase in
CSI.
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Satisfaction Driver Detail

Communication
Communication

Impact 1.8
n = 484

73*
69

n = 576

•

•

Responsiveness of Agency staff to info
requests

75*
72

Sufficiency of communication about WAP
policies-regulations

74*
70
73*

Usefulness of feedback about work plansperformance-monitoring

68
73*

Frequency of communication

68

Clarity of communications

71*
67

Consistency of responses received

71*
68
2019

*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

•

The Communication driver
score improved significantly
compared to 2017 (up four
points to 73).
Significant improvement
across all of the
Communication attributes
drove the driver score
higher. The attributes with
the largest increases in
score include Usefulness of
feedback about work plansperformance-monitoring and
Frequency of communication
(both up five points from
2017).
As the driver with the highest
impact, further improvement
will be effective in driving the
CSI score even higher.
Offering the greatest
opportunity are the two
lowest scoring attributes
(Clarity of communications,
and Consistency of
responses received – both at
71 in 2019).

2017
36
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What kinds of information, if any, would you like to receive from the State WAP Agency
staff that you are not now getting?

Faster updates on anything
that changes.

The State does a good job of passing along
DOE WAP info, however we would like
more detail to be included on how
specifically we are affected. We'd like the
State to help interpret the DOE regulations
to sub grantees.

Information beforehand of directives
that will change how the agencies
need to implement the WAP
program. The challenges that arise
from these directives can hamper
the consistent implementation of the
program.

Technical updates for cheaper and
more effective
retrofit/repair/renovations provided by
WAP at the home level.

Examples of Best Practices from
other Agencies.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

How will the state handle
project, health and safety
averages that were
exceeded?

Information about how much households are
saving through Weatherization efforts.

37
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What technical assistance would you recommend DOE WAP provide to the State
regarding its communication efforts?
Have the State appoint a Program
Manager who has the technical
knowledge and the communication
skills to deal directly with all of the sub
grantees and their workforce and the
authority to help make positive
changes where and when needed. It
would be nice to have a direct
communication path to our Project
Officer ( whom we have not met ).

There is a definite need for some T&TA given
with regards to forms that they ask us to fill out.
The forms they send are extremely difficult and
there does not seem to be an understanding that
sometimes we will need to respond with words
and not only numbers. If they really want info
from us, allow us to express what we can in full. I
also think that if they do not have the most up to
date software and the knowledge of how to use it,
then they can't build a suitable form that can be
properly filled out.

More clarity on the rules and
regulations so its not in a grey
area sometimes. Also it would
make it easier on the states with
better clarity and not have to
contact DOE so much to get
clarity.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

Help state staff
communicate in
a way that isn't
demoralizing
and demeaning.

Direct the state to another state who has a
very useful information repository and who
has recognized better ratings for program
communication.

Videos to share, visual information. I get tired of
reading and interpreting differently than other
providers.

38
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Technical Assistance
Technical Assistance

Impact 1.3

n = 486

73*
70

n = 575

•

•

75*
72

Ability to answer questions
Ability to direct you to useful
resources or information

74
72

Responsiveness to tech assistance
requests

74
73

Timeliness of receiving requested
information

73*
69
72
70

Effectiveness of tech assistance
provided

69*
65

Clarity and consistency of assistance
provided
2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

•

•

Performance in the area
of Technical Assistance
notably improved from 70
to 73 in 2019.
Three of six Technical
Assistance attributes
improved significantly
pushing the driver score
upward.
As the driver with the
second highest impact
(1.3), continued
improvement to the
Technical Assistance
provided to sub-grantees
is recommended.
While notably improved
from 2017, Clarity and
consistency of assistance
provided remains below
70 and warrants focus
when developing process
improvement plans.

2017
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What additional technical assistance needs would you like the State WAP Agency to
address?
Due to the complexity of
Weatherization, the State should
have Monitors that only oversee
Weatherization. Having Monitors
that are spread too thin by covering
multiple programs leaves them
knowing little about a lot, when we
need them knowing a lot about one
thing: Weatherization.

Clarification of
NEAT/MHEA guidelines
would be helpful.

We need additional
trainings in State for
Energy Auditors, and
QCI inspectors.

I think the asbestos rules are an example where the state
failed and could of done a more robust job with negotiating
with the local DEQ office to assist with the interpretation of
the rules. I have a staff person that is working with one
representative that has a different take on the rules than
another representative working with another agency. There
are differences between the two. Hours are being spent
statewide that could of been minimized with a small team or
group working with another branch of the state government to
resolve these new regulations.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

40

During conferences and technical
monitoring, that a consistent message is
being relayed to the sub-grantees. There
have been some staff turnover recently,
and the message isn't always consistent
from one technical staff person to the
next. If we are to follow the state plan and
the SWS with the Field Guide as working
tools, then everyone should be getting the
same clear message from the state down
to the contractors.

Different information is often provided by
each State representative. Technical
assistance that is provided should be
consistent so that we can provide the
information to staff and contractors.
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Partnerships

Impact 0.7
64*

n = 442

•

Partnerships, with an
impact of 0.7, is an area
of notable improvement
in 2019 (up six points to
64).

•

Significant improvement
for all Partnerships
attributes is responsible
for the improved driver
score.

•

Although the
Partnerships driver
score improved, it earns
the second lowest score
for all drivers of
satisfaction, suggesting
a need for further
improvement.

Partnerships
n = 528

58

66*

Effectiveness of partnerships created
to better serve clients

59

64*

Awareness of efforts to serve eligible
households

59

64*

Sufficiency of Agency partnerships
with other entities

58

2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

2017
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What would you like to see the State WAP Agency do to increase partnerships with
other government/non-government entities to serve eligible households?
Production numbers are the main/only
focus of the effectiveness of
weatherization. Creating partnerships to
provide additional resources isn't
considered or even reported on a
Weatherization BWR so the work done with
partners is never recognized. I would like
to see the state recognize the importance
of partnerships and the additional
resources that they provide the clients.

I am not sure about what the State WAP Agency is
doing to increase partnerships. It would be a strong
move to increase partnerships with the Utility
Companies to further assist eligible households. Years
ago, we received funds that could assist handicap
eligible household with handicap ramps and ADA
materials such as grab rails in the showers. We serve
a high amount of elderly and handicap. A partnership
created by the State WAP Agency for this type of use
would be highly effective. When the State WAP
Agency removes a program, it would be useful if they
helped fill that void with other government/nongovernment entities to fill that much needed void.

Help increase partnerships.
Currently every agency works
on its own to make these
partnerships.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

Increase visibility of
the program, more
advertising.

Be educated on
other entities and
what they do.

Increase Utility
Company
participation.

Promote partnerships with other
similarly located human service
providers to help with co-location of
offices, more efficient outreach, and
enhanced intake.
42
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What technical assistance would you recommend DOE WAP provide to the State regarding its efforts
to build linkages with government/non-government entities to serve eligible households?
Any training would be helpful in
expanding the program and
creating new ideas for building
linkage opportunities.

Networking across social service agencies is poor to nonexistent. For example, Agencies on Aging are often not
aware of the services CAP agencies can provide and vice
versa. DOE-provided advertising and/or funds to the state
would be immensely helpful.

Could they not print a book yearly to cover all
the agencies that would help us make our
clients lives better or at least start one and
work on changes 1 year or 5 years? It would
be like a phone book of services and a way to
contact them. Run TV commercials across the
State talking about WAP or use the PBS net
work as a way to talk about WAP or other
Agencies that could help with home repairs for
Low Income Families.

I would think leadership
would be good. Please
lead the way. Maybe hold
a conference among
agencies providing low
income home energy
assistance programs.

Provide the State with funding to
update WAP Databases to better
bridge and effectively use new
technology for increased and
seamless production.

If this is a requirement, this needs
to be monitored in some way.
Note: All responses are available in full report.

Mandate Rural
Housing
Development
program to work
with Deferred
weatherization
households.
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Distribution of Funds

Impact 0.4
75*

n = 483

•

Distribution of Funds
n = 572

64

•

78*

Timely payment from Agency once
award is made

71

75*

Quality of Agency process for
executing grant awards

63

74*

Timing of distribution funds ensured
no service interruption

57

2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

•

The Distribution of
Funds score improved
nine points to 75 and is
currently the highest
performing driver.
All related attributes are
notably improved with
Timing of distribution
funds ensured no
service interruption
showing the greatest
improvement (+17
points).
Distribution of Funds
has a midlevel impact,
suggesting that
improvement in this
area will have a more
moderate influence on
the CSI score.

2017
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What recommendations do you have for your State WAP Agency that would allow you to efficiently bill
and/or pay contractors for work on in-progress units completed and inspected prior to unit being final?
Develop a cogent and
transparent process
that allows
subgrantees to
understand they will
get paid or not upon
voucher submissions.
We never know if we
are getting paid for
work in progress. It's a
complete mystery how
the grantee makes
their determination. We
need a more
transparent process.

If there could be a way that a
contractor could receive partial
payment or an automatic percent up
front per job. It has been extremely
difficult in our small rural community to
interest contractors in doing WAP
because they do not have the capital
to front the costs of the jobs.

Monthly reports are redundant.
Billing and paying contractors is
not a problem. Where the State
WAP Agency could intervene is in
the creation of programs aimed at
contractor retention.

In order to meet the production timeline, contractors
are often given multiple units to work on without
being paid until projects are completed. Paying for
in-progress work would allow them to work without
financial burdens and allow the entity to complete
more homes by the monthly deadline.

When a job has more than one contractor,
the state should allow a draw down of
material and labor in order to pay the
finished contractor and not wait until all the
contractors are finished in order to receive
a draw-down.
Note: All responses are available in full report.

Possibly pay as various completion
levels of the jobs are completed.

45
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What technical assistance would you recommend DOE WAP provide to the State
regarding its grant award process?
Start the MGA process no later
than mid-March so that contracts
are in place by 7/1.

Approve budgets
more timely, and prior
to the new contract
start date.

The new billing system was not rolled out
with sufficient training, and no operating
manuals were provided to help agencies
work through all the new systems. A batch of
screen shots were provided, but that was
hardly sufficient to do the job. One major
concern at the agency level is training any
new staff on how to work with the system. I'm
not sure state staff understand the
importance of paying bills on time, at the
local level, and how critical that is in
determining work flow. We would slow down
and not do work for a month or two, just so
we didn't to have the lag time in paying
vendors and waiting to be reimbursed.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

We would recommend
DOE WAP provide the
State the ability to
have visibility of the
proposed grant award
amount prior to
release to the State.

46

Training on forms and diagnostic
measures for clarity.

The grant award process has
fluctuated over the years.
Sometimes we receive the grants
the month they start and other
times three months into the contract
period. I guess just assistance to
help the award process to be
consistent so we receive the
grants(task orders) at the same
time every year. It makes budgeting
easier and completion of the
contract easier. When we get
contracts three months late it
throws the completion schedule off
for the whole year.
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Monitoring and Corrective Action
Monitoring and Corrective Action

n = 485

Impact 0.4

74*
70

n = 570

77*
73

Adherence to monitoring plan for onsite visit

The driver score for
Monitoring and
Corrective Action
improved significantly, up
four points to 74 in 2019.

•

All six Monitoring and
Corrective Action attribute
scores are up significantly
from 2017. The scores for
Usefulness of monitoring
visits and Timeliness of
feedback in monitoring
report improved the most,
up five points to 74 and
73, respectively.

•

Although significantly
improved, Consistency of
monitoring across network
remains below 70 and is
an area that should be
reviewed.

74*

Usefulness of monitoring visits

69

Clarity of feedback in monitoring
report

74*
71

Clarity of Corrective Action-Quality
Improvement Plan process

74*
71

Timeliness of feedback in monitoring
report

73*
68
69*
65

Consistency of monitoring across
Network

2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

•

2017
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What, if any, suggestions do you have for how to improve the monitoring process?
Monitors need to be
knowledgeable of the work
performed.

Additional staffing. The existing staff is
extended beyond effectiveness.

Consistency from one
monitor to the next. If
we're to follow the state
plan, SWS and Field
Guide, then the message
should be redundant
throughout the state.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

More clarity to issues while at
the site than with the return of
the monitoring report.

I wish written feedback
following a monitoring
was quicker so if there
was corrective action
that needed to take
place we could do it
quickly.

The recommendations for
findings are often things that are
conflicting between monitors or
policy or are so minor it doesn't
cost justify a return trip. If it's
below a certain monetary value
a return trip should not be
warranted.

We think consistency throughout
the State is important. Many times,
the interpretation of guidelines is
left to the discretion of the monitors
and these differ from one to the
other.

48
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What technical assistance would you recommend DOE WAP provide to the State
regarding the grant monitoring process?
All monitors need
additional training on what
it is they are looking for
and what really is a
deficiency and what is just
their concern without a
basis in the regulations.
Also need training on how
to prepare a QIP on a
consistent basis and with
some format and specific
regulation a deficiency is
based on.

Technical assistance in writing
the report and making it more
clear what is expected on your
response.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

Having two monitors one who
could help crew based agencies
improve installation of measures
and the other help improve with
policy and reporting.

Ensure that all monitors have
knowledge of the different
components of the program.
Inventory, and procurement are
difficult areas. Training for non
Energy Techs needs to be
established.

At the end of each year, the
state could train
subgrantees on the most
common compliance issues
noted in the inspections.

Training to the monitoring staff on how EARS
work and looks. This would be helpful if
corrections are needed and easier for them to
follow along that the corrections have been
completed correctly.
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Additional training for those
doing the monitoring may
help improve consistency
from agency to agency.

Field Inspectors need
better training. They
need to be the experts
and, quite frankly, they
are not.
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Development of WAP Plan

Impact 0.2
57*

n = 451

•

Development of the
WAP Plan remains the
lowest scoring driver in
2019, despite notable
improvement of 13 points
to 57.

•

Pushing the driver score
upward, all related
attributes also improved
significantly. The score
for Quality of opportunities
to participate in
developing Plan improved
the most (+15 points) and
received the highest score
(62).

•

The impact for this driver
is relatively low, indicating
that prioritizing other
drivers for improvement
will provide a bigger
return on investment.

Development of the WAP Plan
44

n = 532

62*

Quality of opportunities to participate
in developing Plan

48

55*

Extent of involvement in developing
Plan

43

55*
Degree to which Plan reflects input
42

2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

2017
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How could the process of the developing the Plan be improved?

More regional meetings to
discuss WAP options and
strategies would be helpful.

Better understanding of
plan requirements and
more participation in
development.

I would like to have more time to talk
with my staff and get their perspective
on the plan. The turn around time for
input did not allow me the opportunity
to review the plan with all my staff and
discuss any impacts on the day to day
work.

More involvement
with the people
using it and a
less rigid
framework.

If each State is responsible for input
while developing the Plan, each State's
administrative staff should involve
dissemination of topics and opportunities
for input with the statewide network of
service providers. I am not aware of any
involvement in this particular facet of
planning.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

The policy advisory
council and the network
should be solicited for
input in June. Instead,
the PAC is told what is
going to be in the plan in
December.

Having a roundtable
discussion to get the agency's
feedback and opinion on
things.

Request input earlier and pay
more attention to sub grantee
concerns of implementing some
of the newer regulations.
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What training and technical assistance for developing the Plan would you recommend
DOE WAP provide to the State?
I would recommend that DOE provide guidance as to what level of
plan development it expects/hopes/wishes CAAs would participate
in, and relay this information to both grantees and subgrantees.

How to involve funded
agencies in planning
process.

In developing the State Plan, training regarding how to
create a flexible Plan related to the range of geographic
areas, energy sources, and housing stock & conditions
faced by each unique LWA. The concept of a State Plan
that is solely state-driven and which, in turn, is not
representative of all of the state, is an obsolete
approach. Any State Plan defines goals related to
production, spending, and training. In order to make
these goals practicable, the Plan needs to understand
the delivery of energy services within a multi-faceted
level of regulations and energy standards. DOE has a
training role to assist the State in delivering a practicable
plan. As an LWA, we really do not have insight into what
obstacles State staff face in the development the State
Plan, nor what their training or technical assistance
needs may be.

Guidance for ways to include
State Plan Development into the
State Wide Networks Peer
Exchange Workshop Agendas.

Provide some training on how or what the State
plan is for or the importance of it for each agency.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

I would say that the best training would be something
on focusing on ECM's in weatherization. H&S items
seem to be the main focus.
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Training Provided by Third Parties
Training Provided by Third Parties

Impact 0.0

69*

n = 482

n = 567

•

Performance in the area
of Training Provided
by Third Parties (69)
improved three points,
which is considered a
statistically significant
change.

•

Two of four attributes
that comprise this driver
also achieved notable
improvement (Cost of
training and
Accessibility of training).

•

Scheduling of training
remains the lowest
scoring attribute at 63.

•

This is also a lowimpact area.

66

76

Quality of training

74
70*

Cost of training
63

67*

Accessibility of training

64
63

Scheduling of training

61
2019
*Significant difference at 90% confidence level

2017
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What recommendations do you have for improving the accessibility and quality of
technical training provided by third-party sources?
Consider regional training
(Train the trainer) to provide
more opportunities with less
expense.

Training courses are having
to be cancelled or
rescheduled by training
centers or third parties.
Consideration should be
given for third parties to come
to individual agencies to train
staff or subcontractors that
are in need of training for
same cost of individual rates.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

Better locations. More to
the point on trainings that
relate to our job.

It would be ideal if we were
able to attend web based
trainings for subjects which
are more classroom based.

Quality of training has been
negatively impacted by the
turnover of staff at the training
provider. The current staff are in
no way poor staffing. However
there is a lack of experience in
regards to real life
weatherization, auditing and
making it work within an agency.
The focus seems to be higher
on H&S items than on
implementing ECMs.
54

Most men and women who perform weatherization
services are not fond of classroom learning. They
are not book learners, they fall sleep during
PowerPoint presentations, etc. Weatherization folks
typically look at the pictures of an assembly manual
and never read a single word of the written
instruction. So hand them a tool, show them how we
do what we do, and while doing so explain in simple
terms why we do it. The trainee thrives this way. My
advice: Make trainers mobile, do short 2-3 day infield/onsite trainings, and strictly limit the use of
PowerPoints (don't sit there and read presentations
to us, we know how to read. Show us something with
your hands.).

Video presentation of
applied principles.
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What, if any, additional training and technical assistance needs do you want the State
WAP Agency to address?
Better training for sub
grantee staff and
additional technical
training for all state staff so
that the state staff
understand construction of
homes that are being
weatherized, also state
staff to know materials
being used for
weatherization of homes.

The state needs to develop a
training plan to include a
training center which host the
required trainings in the state
accessible for the agencies.

Note: All responses are available in full report.

There needs to be more training on
Hancock software for program
managers, There has been
insufficient training. The new system
is extremely confusing when trying
to pull reports.

Make BPI-certified training more
available to remote areas of the
state or figure out how to "share"
BPI-certified staff among agencies.

The availability of in-State
training resources for multi-unit
versus multi-family projects as
well as training related to Health
& Safety issues and training in
relationship to deferrals.
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Additional training utilizing
the NEAT/MHEA audit tool.

Standardize some NEAT
input date such as fuel costs,
materials, etc.

Different information is often
provided by each State
representative. Technical
assistance that is provided should
be consistent so that we can
provide the information to staff and
contractors.
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What more could DOE WAP do to help the State and local agencies meet the needs of
low-income people in the State?
Involve the Grantees more in
the process as they are the
ones in the marketplace who
best understand some of the
problems.

Application process! Reinstate
the HUD/DOE agreement for
multi-family units. Also DOE
needs to offer Intake related
trainings at all of their
conferences. DOE needs to raise
the admin limits as well.

Remove restrictive installation
requirements that do not apply to
our climate zone and State

Note: All responses are available in full report.

Provide more flexibility,
provide additional funds, be
less restrictive, and
increase your
understanding of warm
climate weatherization
practices and needs.

Analyze the demographics of
service areas affected by
community gentrification. 12% of
neighborhoods in our region are
gentrifying or in advanced state of
gentrification. Some sub-grantees
service areas are currently minimize
by gentrification, while other areas
have extensive up to three years
waiting list .
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Conduct a statewide advertisement campaign of
the availability of HWAP services to low-income
persons. Establish requirement that HEAP
household must as condition of HEAP services
receipt that at a minimum all low-income owner
occupied units must receive HWAP services.

Emphasize more contact with
agencies. The state is administratively
heavy with employees and there is
constantly more demand for data. The
data is commonly not consistent due
to different interpretations by the
agencies on how to deliver it. The data
requests are justified with "it would be
good to have“...no explanation as to
why it is needed or who will be using
the information. Too much
bureaucracy and too many employees.
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Future Behaviors

Future Behaviors
•

73*

n = 487

Customer Satisfaction Index
67

n = 579

Exemplifying the
relationship between
the CSI score and the
future behavior metrics,
the scores for both
Mission Fulfillment
and Meet Organization
Needs show significant
improvement from
2017.

79*

n = 485

Mission Fulfillment
n = 566

75

n = 485

75*

Meet Organization Needs
n = 576

2019

71

2017
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Key Findings and Actionable
Suggestions

Key Findings & Actionable Suggestions
Key Findings

Actionable Suggestions
 Develop strategies to ensure more open communication

 With an impact of 1.8 and an

Communication

with sub-grantees. Work to identify potential causes for
lapses in communication and build in formal processes
for limiting them. Plans should aim to ensure regular
communication that is clear and consistent.

improved score of 73, this area
continues to be an important
opportunity to improve customer
satisfaction.
 Clarity of communications (71) and

Consistency of responses received
(71), while both notably improved
from 2017, offer the best opportunity
for improvement. However, process
improvement plans should consider
all aspects of Communication as
they are scored moderately.
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 Plans should formalize the process for communicating

changes in policies and procedures to ensure
responses are consistent and clear as verbatim
comments raise concerns that such changes are not
being passed along effectively.
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Key Findings & Actionable Suggestions
Key Findings

Actionable Suggestions
 Technical Assistance is the second

Technical
Assistance

highest impact driver (1.3) and
performance matches that of the
Communication driver (73). This
score is notably higher compared to
2017 but leaves room for
improvement.
 As with Communication, clarity and
consistency are issues when it
comes to technical assistance.
Timeliness is also rated relatively
low.

 Partnerships has the third highest

Partnerships

impact (0.7) but the second lowest
performance score at 64.
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 Sub-grantee comments expand on the need for clear

and consistent guidance. Some indicate they are
getting different answers depending on whom they talk
to, others suggest there needs to be more consistency
across the states. Training is one way to improve the
clarity and consistency of technical assistance across
states. Developing a standard set of FAQs that are
regularly updated for those providing technical
assistance would also help to ensure sub-grantees are
receiving consistent responses. Distributing a list of
FAQs and encouraging their use by those responsible
for answering questions could also improve timeliness
of responses.
 Sub-grantee comments suggest a wide range of

approaches for improving Partnerships. These include
better advertising of the program, additional training on
how to establish and maintain partnerships, sharing of
best practices across states, and sponsoring
conferences or workshops to explain what WAP does
and how they work with other entities.
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Key Findings & Actionable Suggestions
Key Findings
Region and
State Level
Performance

Actionable Suggestions
 As in the past, Region and State

 Use Region-level results and State-level reports to

level results show a wide
variance in performance across
the country.
 Across the Regions, all but one
report improved performance
compared to 2017.
 Pushing the Regions scores
higher, many states posted
significantly improved CSI scores
based on improved performance
in a number of areas. These
states represent a wide variety of
sizes and geographies.

identify specific areas to target when developing
improvement plans.
 Reach out to peers to share and learn about best
practices.
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Top Performing States by Driver
Communication

Technical Assistance

Distribution of Funds

Nationwide high = 100

Nationwide high = 98

Nationwide high = 100

Nationwide low = 24

Nationwide low = 15

Nationwide low = 15

National average = 72

National average = 73

National average = 75

Delaware

100

Delaware

98

Delaware

100

Missouri

93

Alaska

97

Hawaii

98

Alaska

92

Nevada

96

Mississippi

98

Massachusetts

91

Missouri

94

Nevada

97

New Hampshire

91

Alabama

91

Arizona

92

Virginia

88

Massachusetts

91

Utah

92
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Top Performing States by Driver

Partnerships

Development of WAP
Plan

Monitoring and
Corrective Action

Training Provided
by Third Parties

Nationwide high = 100

Nationwide high = 100

Nationwide high = 95

Nationwide high = 100

Nationwide low = 24

Nationwide low = 0

Nationwide low = 20

Nationwide low = 24

National average = 63

National average = 57

National average = 73

National average = 66

Delaware

100

Delaware

100

Missouri

95

Delaware

100

Arizona

89

Alaska

94

Alaska

94

District of Columbia

88

Massachusetts

83

New Hampshire

80

Delaware

94

Hawaii

85

Virginia

83

Vermont

79

Massachusetts

93

Missouri

85

New Hampshire

81

Arizona

77

Washington

92

Washington

83

Vermont

81

Missouri

76

Kansas

91

Wisconsin

83
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Next Steps
➢ DOE WAP will conduct webinars in October to brief sub-grantees on the ACSI
results and will post the ACSI SG Survey Report on its website.

➢ States share their individual state results with the sub-grantees by October 31.
➢ DOE WAP will partner with NASCSP to identify best practices for each of the
drivers to share across the states.
➢ States use survey data/suggestions to make improvements, as appropriate

➢ DOE WAP will put together specific training/technical assistance to address the
suggestions in the sub-grantee survey.
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ACSI: Delivered By CFI GROUP
3916 Ranchero Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
734.930.9090 (tel)
www.cfigroup.com

Thank you

Kelly Stallard – Program Director
Kstallard@cfigroup.com
734-623-1305
Kirk Farber – Federal Contract Manager and
Customer Insights Consultant
kfarber@cfigroup.com
734-623-1334
Kate Blunt – Senior Consultant
Kateblunt@gmail.com
202 669-4212

Thank you for Joining Today’s Webinar!
For more on the Energy Partnerships Project:
✔ Attend the Partnership’s Management and Leadership Conference taking place January 8-10,
Juan, Puerto Rico

2020 in San

✔ Visit the Energy Partnerships website
https://communityactionpartnership.com/energy-partnerships/
✔ Contact Kathryn Maddux, Project Director, Energy Partnerships
kmaddux@communityactionpartnership.com
202-860-023

This presentation was created by the National Association of Community Action Agencies – Community Action Partnership, in the performance of the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Grant Number,
EE0008051. Any opinion, findings, and conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy.

